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Supply Checklist for YEAR 10-11
Below is the list of back to school stationary supplies that each student should have
prepared as they begin a new term. The quantity is for the WHOLE TERM. To avoid running
out of items during the course of the term, the quantity indicated MUST be brought to school
on the first day. ALL items MUST be labeled as teachers will keep the extras in store and will
distribute as needs arise.

Requirements
¨ 2 ring binder lever arch box files (3 pieces)
- 1 à English / Math/ Science
- 1 à Each Subject (at home)
- 1 à Exams/ other tests or assessments
¨ 3 sets of dividers (27 in each pack)
¨ Pritt glue sticks (large)
¨ 30cm ruler
¨ Clear pencil case
¨ 1 clear folder for homework/ diary/ reading log/ letters with zip or closure
¨ Sharpener
¨ HB pencils (1 box)
¨ Pelican eraser/rubber (2 pieces)
¨ Staedler colour pencils (2 packets)
¨ Pelican felt pens (green/black/blue)
¨ 5.5’ laser scissors (1 pair)
¨ Art ( If taking Art & Design )
- Apron
- Drawing pencils (4H-6B)
¨ Science Lab Coat (found at Haria uniform)
¨ Eye protective goggles (found at Chemicals & Equipment-River Rd)
¨ Oxford 360 degrees Atlas
¨Flow chart template (Text Book Center)
¨ Flash disk (for homework)
¨ Oxford geometrical set
¨ 2 clear files for ICT/ Bible Study
¨ Padlock and 3 keys for the metal lockers (student/ teacher/ office)
¨ Small sized bag to carry between classes (enough for few books, pencil cases etc)
¨ Casio Calculator fx-82MS
¨ Highlighters (3 different colours)
¨ Dictionaries
- French Dictionary

-

English – Kiswahili Dictionary
Kiswahili – English Dictionary

N.Bà Please mind the SIZE of the student’s bag; it should fit inside the locker
(30cm x 55cm x 45cm)

